
The medium length of drill rigs in oil and gas wells varies from 1000 meters to 
1200 meters. Six and nine meter drill rigs are lifted from the bore holes in 6 and 
9 meter batches. The new CAN-based control system of a 75-digit Flush by unit 
device for gas and oil well maintenance by an Australian company Exploration Drill 
Rig (XDR) enables winching the rigs automatically. The automation of this work 
phase has boosted work productivity by 25 per cent.    

25% productivity boost
to gas and oil mine maintenance with  
an intelligent control system

Increase productivity by 25 % with automation!

Before, drill rigs were lifted and lowered into the wells manu-
ally. The work was very slow and prone to user errors. Now, 
the control system winches the rig on behalf of the user and 
communicates in real time in which height the rig is going up or 
down.

With the control system the user can also set a height limit 
to, for example, six meters and activate the lifter, which then 
stops at the set height automatically. – You don’t have to think 
it through and reset anymore if the rig is in 6 or 6,1 meters. The 
automation of the winching speeds up the work considerably, 
describes Pekka Kuusimaa from Comet-Tech. 

Automatic stopping also prevents errors. You can’t run the wire 
cable through the attachments of the mast anymore when 
performing maintenance on the machine. – Previously it was 
possible if the user was careless and didn’t stop the winching 
early enough, Kuusimaa comments.

• speeds up the winching of the rigs and reduces user 
errors, because the system stops the rigs at exactly 
the right time

• the end user gets more information and more 
accurate information about the functionality of the 
machine, which enables them to, for example, time 
the replacement of the wire cable better

• safety has been improved with, among other things, 
angle sensors

Epec’s control system in XDR’s Flush by unit

4 x Epec 4602 Control Unit
2 x Epec 5050 Control Unit
Epec 2038 Control Unit
EPC-i10 Mobile PC
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Epec 5050 Control Unit is now available as CODESYS 3.5 
programmable version. At the same time Epec releases also new, 
improved 5050 hardware versions (both 4MB and 8MB RAM 
memory versions).

New hardware versions have improved analog input overcurrent protection 
feature. The protection feature is now implemented using a combination of 
hardware and software protection whereas the previous 5050 products have 
solely hardware protection. This gives more flexibility for using the analog inputs. 
The software protection feature is implemented as a CODESYS application library 
and automatically included to the code template generated by Epec MultiTool to 
make it convenient for application developers to use it.

CODESYS 3.5 offers some unique benefits for application development compared 
to CODESYS 2.3, such as new modern and improved editor and possibility 
to extend the functionality of CODESYS Development System by installing 
additional new features such as Static code analysis, Test manager and UML 
support.  

CODESYS 3.5 programmable 5050 temporarily supports only CAN interface for 
software downloading and debugging, Ethernet will be available in future 5050 
CODESYS 3.5 Runtime releases. However, 5050 CODESYS 3.5 version supports 
SDO block transfer for CODESYS IDE communication. Block transfer speeds up 
the software download in development phase compared to traditional SDO 
communication. 
 
Both new 5050 hardware versions are available as CODESYS 2.3 and CODESYS 
3.5 programmable. Please notice that it’s not possible to download CODESYS 3.5 
Runtime to products delivered as CODESYS 2.3 programmable or vice versa. New 
products are available with the following product codes:

E30B5050-02   4MB RAM. CODESYS 2.3 programmable
E30B5050-82   8MB RAM. CODESYS 2.3 programmable
                                                                                       
E30D5050-02   4MB RAM. CODESYS 3.5 programmable
E30D5050-82   8MB RAM. CODESYS 3.5 programmable

release date 3.7.
delivery time is normal 6 - 8 weeks from the order.

Epec releases it´s first CODESYS 3.5 programmable 
control unit

Epec releases SDK 2.0
The main focus in the new SDK has been the support for the new 5050 hardware versions, supporting both CODESYS 2.3 and CODESYS 3.5 
(3.5.6.0) programming. This includes the needed support in MultiTool and some new additional application libraries, such as a library for 5050 
analog inputs protection. 

Additionally, there are some other smaller improvements made to MultiTool and libraries.


